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Abstract
The use of technology to display student artwork online
Elissa Dray

This thesis was constructed to investigate the topic of displaying student artwork
and projects in the online realm of art galleries. A research study was conducted
questioning participants about their previous encounters with online art galleries and
displaying student work. These participants were educators from various fields of study
that created art related projects with their students. Participants were then introduced to
the online art gallery, Artsonia and photographing student art. Benefits from joining
Artsonia included parental contact, promotion of school art programs, possible
fundraising opportunities, free lesson plan ideas, and increased student participation.
Participants were also given the opportunity to explore the website on their own in
pursuit of knowledge they found useful to their field of study. At the conclusion of the
workshop participants were questioned about their experiences and what they found
useful in the activity. This information was analyzed to find common links concerning
displaying projects both traditionally and online. Participants in the research workshop
noted that the website, Artsonia, was easy to navigate and thought the features were a
useful teacher aid. Results from the workshop and readings found that educators felt it
important to display work for student self-esteem and psychological development but
have had difficulties with traditional display methods. Educators and scholars
additionally thought it important to display student art as a technique for advocating art
into an educational setting.
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I.

Chapter One
Introduction
Displaying finished works of art has been a tradition in the art world

and society for hundreds of years. Artists apply to galleries, salons,
exhibitions, and museums hoping to get their work out into the world for
spectators to view. Student artwork is no different, but the responsibility
mainly falls upon the teacher to display student work, until recently.
Opportunities to display student work can include displaying within a school,
art shows, festivals, and other venues.
From my experiences as a student and a teacher, space for display within a
school was usually limited to bulletin boards, display cases, or school art
shows that are up for a short amount of time. Available in school spaces were
usually shared between all faculty members within that particular school.
This meant that a student’s work could be up for as little as one week to a few
days depending on how many faculty members wished to use the display area
at any given time. However, new display spaces for art have begun to emerge
with the development of technology. Educators can photograph and upload
their student works in online art galleries that could be viewed from anywhere
that an internet connection was available.
There were additional problems faced by teachers who wanted to use
traditional display methods. The school administration or janitorial staff may
have discouraged the use of tape to hang work since it could leave a residue
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on the surface or be hard to remove. As an artist, there was also the concern of
vandalism of artwork when it was placed in a public domain for viewing. Not
every student was respectful of the property or creations of other students,
which could result in damaged artwork. This defaced artwork could have
been in the making for months or intended to be used in a portfolio for a
college program application. Other times display areas were in an isolated
location within a school that many students did not travel to unless they
participated in certain classes, which resulted in the same viewers seeing the
work every day.
The students spend a lot of time, thoughtfulness, and effort creating art so
many, including myself, felt that it should be appreciated by the public, even
for a short amount of time. I wanted to contribute to this activity by making it
simpler for educators to use technology, especially if they were intimidated by
it or unfamiliar with it, break down the website’s procedures into simple
directions or steps, and investigate possible reasons why teachers, of both
general education and art education, were not using online galleries.
Computer based technology provided a new way to display student art
with the development of online art galleries. However, many teachers were
still not taking advantage of these new tools. After reviewing several online
art galleries I decided to use Artsonia for the study. The purpose of this study
was to question why teachers were not using online galleries to display
student artwork and to help participants photograph and use technological
equipment during a research workshop introducing the website
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www.Artsonia.com. This study asked 1) why teachers did not use the website,
2) if the participants displayed student work in general, 3) if the participants
found the website easy to use at the conclusion of the study. Potential benefits
for the participants and the educational field were that teachers will hopefully
display their student work more often and to promote art education crosscurriculum.
Limitations to the study included a small number of participants,
preference by participants to display work in a gallery setting, and a lack of art
related assignments given to students. Educators and artists could still have a
preference for displaying art in a gallery or exhibition. When art is
photographed it loses such qualities as texture and detail. Colors can be
modified in a photograph, appearing to be a different hue from the original
piece. Sculptures photographed cannot be fully viewed, especially sculptures
in the round which are meant to be viewed from numerous angles. These
aspects are lost when art is photographed and placed in an online gallery.
More limitations are listed later on for both a small and large scale study.
Participants learned that there were new ways in which they could share
student work with others besides the traditional methods that they engaged in.
I wanted teachers to be able to expand the viewing audience for student work.

Setting
The research study workshop took place at the John D. Rockefeller IV
Career Center (JDRCC) located in Hancock County, West Virginia. Within
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the JDRCC, the workshop was located in the Technology Opportunity Center
(TOC) lab. The JDRCC is a vocational school for high school students in
Hancock County, West Virginia. The career center had the necessary
equipment for every teacher that participated in the workshop. There were
many high speed desktop computers with flat screen monitors for easier
viewing. The head computer located in the front of the TOC lab was
connected to a SMART© board near the back of the room. Whatever was on
the main instructor’s computer also appeared on the SMART© Board.
Students were able to watch what the instructor was discussing via the smart
board without having to turn around to view the instructor.

Figure 1: Overall view of the TOC lab
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Figure 2: The view from the main instructor's computer within the TOC lab

During the study, high school students from both Oak Glen High School
and Weirton High School travel to the career center daily to receive
instruction in areas including health care, culinary arts, and auto body classes.
Oak Glen High School is located in the northern part of Hancock County
while Weirton is located in the southern part of Hancock County. The
Weirton area borders Brooke County, West Virginia. The John D.
Rockefeller IV Career Center was the median point between Oak Glen and
Weirton. This fact, along with the fact that their computer facility had the
proper equipment that was newer and high speed were my main reasons for
choosing this location.
In order to use the John D. Rockefeller IV Career Center as the site for the
study, I approached both the Assistant SuperIntendent of Hancock County
Schools and the Principal of the John D. Rockefeller IV Career Center. I
explained my thesis research and asked for permission to use the JDRCC as
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the location of the project. I informed them that this was a research project in
which I would be collecting data and the reasons I chose the facility. Both
individuals approved the decision to use the JDRCC as the location for the
research workshop. A letter was composed stating that I could use the facility
for research purposes (Appendix A). The workshop was only 1 day, for 2
hours and 15 minutes.

Figure 3: County map of West Virginia. The red area indicates where Hancock Count is
located within West Virginia.

Participants
This research workshop was open to various subject specialists from
Math, Science, English, Foreign Language, etc., .from pre-kindergarten
through twelfth grade, from any school within Hancock County, West
Virginia. From my experiences as a student and teacher I have found that not
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all of the most artistic, creative projects were assigned from art teachers.
Teachers from all areas of study created imaginative assignments that gave
students the chance to display their ability to think critically, be inventive, and
demonstrate their artistic skills. The maximum number of participants for the
workshop was 17 in order to ensure that every participant could get the
individualized attention that they required.
To inform participants of the research study, a short internet advertisement
was created with the appropriate information (Appendix B). This
advertisement was then emailed to staff members at all of the schools within
Hancock County. These schools included: Allen T. Allison Elementary
School, New Manchester Elementary School, Weirton Heights Elementary,
Liberty Elementary School, Broadview Elementary School, Oak Glen Middle
School, Weir Middle School, Oak Glen High School, Weirton High School,
and the John D. Rockefeller IV Career Center.
The advertisement informed participants of the purpose of the workshop,
the day/time of the workshop, how to register for the workshop, what fees or
compensation were given for participating, what supplies the participants
needed to bring with them, and contact information if there were any
additional questions or concerns. Participants were asked to sign up on the
Hancock County professional staff development website.
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Purpose of this Project
This project had several purposes. First, I wanted to introduce
teachers from various educational fields to the world of online art display.
With this introduction and workshop, I wanted to provide a how- to guide
about the chosen online art gallery, Artsonia LLC (Artsonia) (Appendix C).
During the research workshop I wanted to share information about
photographing student artwork, both two- dimensional artwork and threedimensional artwork. Included with the photography information, I planned
on displaying a homemade light box and handing out instructions on how to
create the light box with simple materials (Appendix D). The light box was
added to aid teachers who did not have access to a professional light box.
After the workshop concluded I studied the data collected from the
participants and tried to analyze why teachers were not using online art
galleries. Along with the research project, I analyzed the features that
Artsonia.com had to offer its members, specifically teachers along with
students and their parents.

Why the Project is Significant
There are methods to decorating an Art classroom or elementary
homeroom classroom with student work. Why use online galleries and
websites to display student artwork?
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According to Burton (2010) many art teachers have discovered that the
Internet offers a gallery largely unfettered in size, space, and access for their
students’ art. The online galleries provide unlimited space for any size project
(both two-dimensional art projects and three-dimensional art), security from
art vandalism, and global versus limited viewers. An instructor does not have
to worry about matting or framing two –dimensional pieces of artwork,
finding pedestals for three-dimensional pieces of artwork, taking the time to
space out the artwork to guarantee everything fits, nor creating labels with the
appropriate information for every piece entered in the exhibit. Traditional deinstallation of a gallery includes removing nails, patching holes, putting away
pedestals, and preparing artwork for pick up. Exhibition de-installation was
simplified with online galleries by deleting the exhibition off of the website or
removing certain images.
There were several positive attributes of web-based galleries. Web-based
student art galleries could be as modest as arrays of thumb-nail versions of
student artwork that could be blown up to full- screen with the click of a
mouse (Coates, 2009). This meant that a website could display several small
images of student artwork, but if a viewer was specifically interested in one
image they could choose one to blow up and observe in more detail. These
larger images provided more detail and a viewer could change the piece they
would have liked to view in mere seconds with the click of a mouse. Online
galleries provided numerous viewing possibilities in a short amount of time.
This resulted in the elimination of going to an actual space and art could be
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viewed from the comfort of one’s own home or classroom Web-based
galleries greatly expand the number of works of student and student artists
who can be seen by viewers (Johnson, 2009). Coates (2009) also pointed out
that the websites were updated frequently to attract repeat visitors. A
neglected web-based gallery quickly loses appeal (Burton 2010). Avoiding
neglect meant adding more art and attracting new viewers. Some web-based
galleries could easily be linked to other art-related features or sites, such as a
mission statement, lesson plans, or assignments (Joseph, 2009: Keiling, 2009:
Prescott, 2009: Shannon, 2009: Wilke 2009). Web-based galleries were also
linked to features such as museum web pages, artist biographies, or art related
games.

Definition of Terms
As defined by Merriam-Webster Dictionary, Eleventh Edition
Artsonia- (as defined from www.Artsonia.com) children’s gallery website
that allows artwork by students to be put on display for a global audience.
Artwork- a painting, sculpture, print, photograph, etc. that is created to be
beautiful or to express an important idea or feeling: an artistic work.
b: drawings, photographs, etc., that are included in books, magazines, and
other printed materials.
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Blog- : a Web site that contains an online personal journal with
reflections, comments, and often hyperlinks provided by the writer; also:
the contents of such a site.
Gallery- 4 a: a room or building devoted to the exhibition of works of art.
b: an institution or business exhibiting or dealing in works of art.
Light box- generally used to photograph small objects with a simple
seamless white background; lighting an object well brings out details and
provides pleasing highlights.
Media- 1: a medium of cultivation, conveyance, or expression.
Two dimensional- 1: having two dimensions 2: lacking depth of
characterization.
Three dimensional- 1: of or relating to three dimensions 2: giving the
illusion of depth or varying distances- used of an image or a pictorial
representation especially when this illusion is enhanced by stereoscopic
means 3: describing or being described in well- rounded completeness 4:
true to life.
Website or Webpage- a group of World Wide Web pages usually
containing hyperlinks to each other and made available online by an
individual, company, educational institution, government, or organization.
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II. Chapter Two
Review of Literature
Benefits of Displaying Student Work
Why display student artwork at all? Displaying student artwork is both
beneficial emotionally and psychologically to the students who create it.
An attractive art gallery effectively brings a school’s art program and its
students’ achievements to the attention of other teachers, school
administrators, and parents (Burton 2010). Burton is a member of the NAEA
Distinguished Fellows, 2004. Many of the articles I have read addressed the
need to display and appreciate student work for supportive reasons, both
emotional and psychological. According to LeeKeenan & Nimmo, 1993,
learning through the arts enabled children to make connections and relations
between child, parent, teacher, and community. The effort children put into
the projects and the overall quality of their work is affected by how adults
treat their art projects (Katz 1993). When children realize that their work is
respected, they become aware of their self-worth, and as a result, children’s
self-esteem increases (Kim H., Park E., and Lee J. (2001)). Another reason
for art exhibitions was the promotion of keeping art in schools. Richard and
Lemerise (2001) noted that after 1960 art exhibitions often appeared to defend
and advocate public schools as a place where students could develop visual
thinking as we as creative imagination.
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These were common themes within most of the readings about displaying
student work and advocating for art within education. I wanted to look at the
technical components of displaying work more than the emotional. Not only
was displaying art beneficial, but viewing art had positive attributes. Kerry
Freedman, Professor and Head of Art and Design Education at Northern
Illinois University, and other scholarly contributors have argued that making
and critiquing art helped students to think, interpret, understand, and create
meaning critically to support conceptual learning (Lu, 2013; Efland, 2002;
Freedman, 2003; Marshall & Vashe, 2008). These galleries gave viewers yet
another window into the world of art and creation.

Use of Technology to Show Student Work
Technology is an important part of today’s society, including within the
art world. Not only was technology used to create (graphic design) and teach
about art (Power Point® and museum websites), but was being used for
display purposes. The research journal of the National Art Education
Association, Studies in Art Education, recently published a study about using
3D virtual game systems (such as Second Life or Sims) as an art medium or
exhibition space (Lu 2013). Second Life is a multi-user virtual world or
simulated environment where everything is built by avatar-residents, except
the basic land (Robbins & Bell, 2008). The study was conducted by having
students use avatars (virtual models that represent a person) to create virtual
artwork then exhibit the work in a virtual gallery. The participants were then
interviewed about their experience. Lu (2013) explains that 3D virtual
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worlds can help global artists individually or collaboratively create a piece of
virtual art or an entire space and allow global audiences to attend the exhibit
and participate in art events. Participants were able to create digital art then
display it for other avatars to view in the virtual gallery, which many of the
participants claimed was the most exciting and enjoyable part of the study (Lu
2013). An additional edition of Art Education explored such technological
tools as stop-motion animation, blogging, Alternate Reality Gaming,
YouTube LLC., and Second Life. In a recent article titled, “The Real Deal:
How Three Teachers Use Artsonia in their Classrooms” of The Art of
Education, an online art magazine, one art educator explained that her student
had family in India. That student’s family was elated because they were able
to view her artwork since the educator posted it to the website, Artsonia.

Summary of the Chapter
From the literature reviewed it can be concluded that displaying art was
beneficial to a child’s emotional and psychological development. Receiving
respect and praise for their artwork boosted the student’s self-esteem. A boost
in self-esteem encouraged students to further their artistic knowledge.
Technology has aided the art world and teachers by providing an additional
realm to display work. These new spaces included simulated life games,
video games, and websites. New technology art spaces were available to
artists, students, and viewers of all ages. Educators could exhibit the work of
every student they instructed instead of just a select few whose work would fit
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inside of a display case. This new method of display allowed for a longer time
period in which to view artwork and could be available to a wider, global
audience versus a traditional gallery method available to only those who
visited the gallery in the selected time period.

III. Chapter Three
Methodology: Qualitative and Quantitative
Data collected for the study was both qualitative and quantitative. The
qualitative data concerned feelings and experiences while the quantitative data
provided numbers and statistics. I felt it important to know the number of
participants that practiced displaying art but I also wanted to gain the knowledge
of their experiences. The questionnaires provided a way to have both qualitative
and quantitative data. Participants were able to contribute information or ideas
that I did not think to include.

Project Design
The workshop was designed to appeal to any educator who actively
participated in art related activities with their students. These activities did
not have to be purely the creation of artistic pieces but could involve the use
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of art media, technique, or investigation into creative approaches. The
assignments themselves could involve any school subject such as Math,
Science, English, Health, etc. I wanted these participants to learn about
another outlet that allowed them the possibility to display their student’s
works outside of the traditional in- school setting.
Participants were asked to first come to the John D. Rockefeller IV Career
Center, specifically the TOC lab. Participants were allowed to choose what
computers they worked at; there were no assigned seats for this study. When
all participants had arrived, they were given the cover letter (Appendix E),
instructions to follow along with, and the pre-workshop survey. Participants
were asked to fill out a consent form prior to starting (Appendix F). After the
surveys were completed and collected, I then demonstrated how to log onto
Artsonia, create a teacher account, and upload student artwork. All of these
procedures were done using the main computer that projected my actions and
steps onto the SMART© Board to allow easy follow along guidelines. After I
demonstrated all of these steps, I went around to each participant to make sure
they understood the instructions and if they had any questions. Participants
were then given some time to explore the website without direction. During
this time, I explained about the fundraising and lesson plans available to
teachers as an educational aid.
After a few minutes I displayed the various ways in which teachers could
photograph student projects, both projects that are two- dimensional and
three- dimensional. I described how I had constructed the light box and what
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materials were needed. At the conclusion of the workshop, I gave time for
additional questions and idea input. Participants were then given the exit
survey. These surveys were collected and filed with the pre-workshop
surveys for analysis.

Data Collection and Materials
Participants were asked to fill out two short surveys for the collection of
data. One survey was given prior to instruction and one survey was given at
the conclusion of the workshop. Surveys were only half a page to a page long
in length. Surveys were anonymous with no name or education field (ex: art,
math, science) required. Each survey had an additional comments section in
case there was advice or thoughts about the workshop that were not included
in the questions on the surveys. The following were the questions that
participants were asked to answer voluntarily.
Pre-workshop survey:
1.

Have you ever viewed any websites that are online galleries?
Yes or No
If you have not viewed these websites, can you please explain why
not?

2.

Have you ever had to get creative in how you display student work
because of a lack of display space or strict displaying rules?
Yes or No
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If you have had to get creative with your display can you please
give a description of the process you had to go through to display
the work?
2.

Have there ever been any obstacles with displaying work?
Yes or No
If there have been obstacles can you please name what they have
been?

3.

Has there ever been a particular piece of art that was hard to
display (maybe because of size, weight, or fragility)?
Yes or no
If there has been a difficult project to display can you please
describe the project?

4.

Do you feel you have adequate traditional display space?
Yes or No
Why or Why not?

5.

Do you share display space with other staff members?
Yes or No
Can you please give an approximate number of staff members that
you have to share display space with?

6.

Do you feel that it is important to display student work?
Yes or No
Why do you feel that it is important to display student work?

7.

Do students have access to technology?
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Yes or No
What kind of technology do your students have access to?
8.

Has anyone ever brought up the idea of using an online gallery to
display student artwork?
Yes or No

9.

Which level do you teach? (please circle one)
Elementary, middle school, high school

11.

If you do not use online galleries, can you please tell why?
a. I have never heard of online art galleries.
b. I do not have the necessary technological tools.
c. I do not have time.
d. other:___________________________.

12. Additional comments:

Exit Survey
1.

Do you feel your school has the necessary tools available to
display art online if you wanted to continue to display online?
(Tools could include high speed computers, cameras for
photographing artwork, scanners, or even quality internet
connections)
Yes or No
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What technological tools do you have access to?
2.

Does your class have access to lap top stations?
Yes or No

3.

Does your class have access to a computer lab?
Yes or No
Is it easy to schedule a time for your class to enter the computer
lab?

4.

Have you ever viewed an online gallery or website that promoted
student artwork?
Yes or No
Did you feel the website was organized and easy to use?
Why or why not?

5.

Did you feel that using the online gallery was more difficult or
easier than a traditional gallery? Or display? Please circle one:
Easier, somewhat the same, Harder

6.

Did you find this workshop helpful?
Yes or No
What about the workshop did you find helpful?
Is there anything you feel needs to be simplified or changed about
the instructions in using the website?

7.

Would you use this display method (online gallery) again?
Yes or No

8.

Which level do you teach? (please circle one)
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Elementary, middle school, high school
9.

Additional comments:

Numerous materials were provided for participants in the research study.
Participants had to provide few supplies for the study. I did not want participants
to have the burden of transporting too many materials nor having to purchase
items with their own funding.
Materials used for the workshop included:


Desktop computers, specifically Daktech® brand.



SMART© Board with projector which is hooked up to the main
desktop computer used by the instructor of the class. This made
instruction simpler because the participants could merely watch the
steps of the lesson projected onto the SMART© Board.



Example homemade light box (Appendix D) with light source.



White paper for a photograph background of the 2-dimensional art
example (I chose white, but any color could be used depending on
what the person photographing the work would like or what color
will make the artwork stand out from the background.) The paper
size should be larger than the artwork that is being photographed.



Thumb tacks to place the art against the background but not used
to pierce the artwork.



Pencils



Pens
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Erasers



Scratch paper to take notes

Each participant was asked to bring three items:


An example of the projects that they created with their students. The
assignments could be three-dimensional or two-dimensional, in any art
media form.



A technological device of their choosing to take the photographs of
their student artwork. The participants could use a digital camera,
iPad®, or cell phone. If a participant chose to use a digital camera
they had to provide a universal serial bus (usb) cable to upload their
photos since the Daktech® desk top computers do not possess a card
reader.

Data Analysis
At the conclusion of the workshop, all surveys were collected from
the participants. Survey answers were then analyzed and results were
compiled. I asked that teachers expand upon their choices survey answers.
Written comments and suggestions were noted and recorded. These
comments provided insight into the experience of the participants and what
could be done to improve the instructions for educators who wanted to learn
about Artsonia. The comments also provided knowledge about the previous
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experiences that teachers have had with both displaying student work and if
they have viewed online art galleries previous to the Artsonia workshop.

Validity
The workshop was completely voluntary; participants were not forced to
sign up for the workshop. All questions that participants were asked were
related to the topics of teaching and displaying student work. Since not every
participant was in the field of art education, no questions were aimed at the
process of making art, knowledge of art techniques, knowledge of art history,
or the ability to critique art. Participants did not have to answer any questions
they did not understand or that made them feel uncomfortable, or did not want
to answer. Surveys were kept anonymous with no name required nor
indication of the field that the participant teaches. I possessed no samples of
the participant’s handwriting, so even if a participant chose to comment, their
handwriting could not be identified.

Summary and Outline of Upcoming Chapters
In this section I explained how the project was designed, listed the survey
questions for both the pre-workshop survey and the exit survey, listed the
materials used for the workshop, discussed how data was analyzed, and how
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validity was ensured. There were blind spots and limitations to the study, but I
believed many of the problems could be fixed.
In chapter four I will discuss the website used for the research project,
Artsonia.com, and a list of features on the website. I will also provide a list of
other art gallery websites and reports of their attributes and limitations. I will
discuss what I believe are the implications for West Virginia art education,
education outside of the art field, and art education in general. Additionally, I
have listed possible further studies that could be conducted. Included in the
end of the paper within the Appendices will be instructions on creating an
Artsonia teacher account, directions on uploading student artwork to Artsonia,
and a guide on creating a small light box for photographic purposes.

IV. Chapter Four
Artsonia
According to their website, www.artsonia.com, Artsonia was the world's
largest kids art museum online. Artsonia was a website specifically designed
to display the work of students (pre-k through high school). The website was
established in the year 2000 and has continued to grow. Artsonia was cofounded by three engineers, two with electrical engineering degrees while the
third had an aerospace engineering degree. As of December 2013, they had
23,703,088 artworks on display, 4,219,777 fan club members, 83,838 teachers
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using the website to display work, and 4,980 lesson plans available for teacher
use. Artsonia listed the following points on their website as advantages to
using their services:


Kids develop a new sense of pride and feel like famous artists
published in a museum!



Family and friends view the artwork, join fan clubs and leave personal
comments for the artists.



Schools earn 20% when parents purchase custom keepsakes with their
child's artwork – a great fundraiser for your arts program!



Thousands of Art Project Lesson Plans have been submitted by
teachers just like you, and are available as a resource for your
classroom!
Artsonia had its own teacher blog link. This blog allowed teachers to

share opinions, information, comments, ideas, and articles. Parents could
start a fan club and view the art that their child created. There was also a
gift shop in which anyone was able to order a variety of products with
student artwork of their choosing printed on the product. When an item
was purchased, 20% of the sales went to the school that the artwork was
chosen from.
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Features of Artsonia- Lesson Plans
Artsonia.com provided thousands of lesson plan ideas for
educators. As displayed on the left of the Figure 4, newer lesson plans were
prominently displayed on this feature page. However, lessons could be browsed
by age of students (ranging from Pre-K to high school), a vast variety of media,
school subjects, or the names of educators who post an abundance of lesson plans
at one given time, deemed “Power Planners”.

Figure 4: Screen shot of the lesson plan page of Artsonia.com
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Most lesson plans were typed out in a detailed layout that included: name of the
instructor who posted the plan, what school the instructor taught at, the name of the
lesson, age of the target audience students, pictures of example projects, other subject
integration possibilities, content standards, objectives, assessment, rubric, materials,
procedures, discussion questions, resources, and follow up activities. However, not every
plan followed this format and some plans were shorter depending on how much the
instructor wanted to include. The following (Figure 5) was an example lesson plan found
on the Artsonia website.
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Figure 5: This is an example lesson plan found on the Artsonia website.
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This particular teacher included explicit procedure instructions and there were 82
examples of this project that could be viewed. Some lesson plans had no example
pictures provided and instructions were less clear.
There were other tools available to teachers that could aid in communicating with
parents and students. An optional newsletter could be created on the website to inform
parents about specific classes, shows, and events. Parents were able to view positive
comments left by the teacher with the Teacher Feedback tool.

Finally, the teacher was

able to select certain student works to create a progress report. In these reports a teacher
was able to comment on strengths, constructive criticism, or overall improvements the
students were making with their work. This report could be printed out or emailed to
parents.

Products
There were a variety of products offered on the Artsonia website that family
members, friends, or fans could purchase.
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Figure 6: Screen shot of the Artsonia gift shop webpage.

Figure 6 featured samples of the products that were available to purchase directly
from the Artsonia website. As stated on Artsonia’s gift shop guarantee page, “Artsonia
provides gift merchandise for parents with their own children's artwork as a continuation
of its mission to boost kids' pride in their work and to increase parental involvement in
their children's education and achievements.”
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Figure 7 is a print purchased from Artsonia by an instructor at Oak Glen High
School. The small caption underneath the artwork reads, “Artwork by Avery”. This
print was received in a white cardboard envelope. Proceeds from purchases went towards
the school that the artwork was submitted from. This method provided a possible way to
improve art education funding to a school.

Figure 7: Sample student print purchased from Artsonia.
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Collaborations and Promotions
Most recently Artsonia sponsored an art exhibition for members of the National
Art Education Association (NAEA). The artwork was included in the Spark Gallery at
the 2014 NAEA National Convention taking place in San Diego, California. The theme
of the 2014 convention was “Spark! Fusing Innovative Teaching & Emerging
Technologies”. According to an NAEA email, “the gallery, initiated by the NAEA Art
Education Technology (AET) Issues Group and sponsored by Artsonia, will be available
for viewing through the NAEA Convention Mobile App, online, and on the "big screens"
prior to “Convention General Sessions.” The executives of Artsonia also provided an
11x14 print of your artwork as a gift for teachers who participated in the gallery. They
were available for pick up at the convention.
Artsonia encouraged teachers to become members of the National Art Education
Association by entering their account numbers into their Artsonia account or by signing
up for an NAEA membership through a link on the Artsonia website.
Artsonia sponsored a student artist of the week weekly. According to the
Artsonia webpage, this was the process for the artist of the week selection and contest.

Tuesday:
Artsonia selects twelve random art submissions in each of four
different age groups from artwork submitted the previous week.
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Wednesday-Saturday:
Voting is open to the general public and limited to one vote per
computer, per day.
Sunday:
Winners are announced and featured on the Artsonia homepage!
Super Prizes!
Each week, Blick® Art Materials generously donates a $100 gift
certificate to each winning school and a $50 gift certificate to each
winning artist. (That's more than $20,000 in prizes for the school
year!)
This is not the only promotion that Artsonia provided for educators and users.
Through March 31st 2014, any new participant could post their 50th piece of artwork on
Artsonia and be entered into a drawing to win a free iPad®. It is called their "Try Us
Out" promotion for the month of March. In addition to being entered to win the iPad®,
Blick® Art Materials provided a $35 gift card to every teacher who successfully
published his/her 50th piece of student artwork onto the website.
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Figure 8: Promotional advertisement on personal Artsonia account.

Artsonia was also open to collaborating with companies on different promotions.
They encouraged contact with their executives to discuss possible ideas for working with
schools and students. Artsonia was actively trying to become part of the art education
world through these collaborations with art supportive groups and companies. They have
provided opportunities for both teachers and students to promote student artwork, as well
as opportunities for parents or guardians to be supportive.

Additional Online Art Galleries
There were additional websites that provided opportunities to display student
artwork. The websites include McGraw-Hill© Online Art Gallery, Mission
Renaissance®, and The Natural Child Project©. I believed these websites were not as
developed as Artsonia, meaning they did not offer as many features or have as much
student work published on them but still offered educational chances for students.
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a. Glencoe© Online Art Gallery
The McGraw-Hill Company© offered a student art online gallery. This gallery
spoke more to students. The McGraw- Hill Company© provided educational utensils
such as textbooks and digital learning aids for students and educators. The homepage of
the gallery website directly addressed students and advised that they, the student, ask a
teacher to sponsor them in order to submit their artwork to the gallery. Artwork types
featured on this website included: drawing, painting, mixed media, and digital art.
Digital art included work created using art software (Photoshop) and photography. To
gain access to a gallery, you simply clicked on the art media you wish to have viewed.

Figure 9: Student art gallery page of McGraw Hill© Online Art Gallery, also under the
company name Glencoe©.
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Figure 10: Student work on McGraw-Hill© Online Art Gallery, specifically the painting
section.

The artwork included information such as the title of the piece, first name of the
artist, the name of the art teacher, art medium in which the student chose to work and the
school the student attends (Figure 11). The sections included thumbnail images of the
artworks. To view a larger image of the artwork, along with the specific information
about the artwork, you clicked on the image that you wanted to view.
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Figure 11: Student painting example with featured information, including the title and
school of the artist.

Other features of the website included interactive games to help students learn
about different art periods and artists. There was a link to artist profiles that presented a
few paragraphs about several well-known artists. Information about the artists included
their place of origin, what media the artist worked in, what art period the artist was
involved in, and work inspirations (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Example artist profile with biographical information.

Finally there were additional web links to museum websites, technique websites,
art history websites, and art of the Renaissance time period.

b. Mission Renaissance®
Mission Renaissance® was a website that catered to kids, teens, and adults. They
had a chain of studios that offered classes to artists of all ages. These studios were based
mainly in the state of California. Mission Renaissance® offered art camps throughout
the year (spring, winter, summer). This website had three distinct online galleries for
kids, teens, and adults.
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Figure 13: Home page of Mission: Renaissance® website.

Figure 14: Student artwork featured on the Mission: Renaissance® website.
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The Mission: Renaissance® galleries mainly focused on painting, but
occasionally featured drawings. Paintings included oil, watercolor, and acrylic. The
subject matters covered still life set ups, landscapes, portraits, and more.

a. The Natural Child Project©
The Natural Child Project© was aimed at parents with children or those interested
in having children. They strove to provide information on parenting and early childhood
development. They encouraged the displaying of children’s art as a way to instill pride.

They also had a listing of recommended art books for children.

Figure 15: Student artwork and gallery homepage of naturalchild.org
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Summary
As previously stated, all of these websites offered opportunities for getting
student art out onto the World Wide Web for more viewers. However, the
websites did not have the global impact that Artsonia had gained. These were
smaller sites that were still developing, acquiring more viewers and needing
more artwork to display. These sites could be used as artistic tools for
classroom learning and development. They offered their own unique features
and aimed at particular audiences including children and parents.
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V. Chapter Five
Findings and Conclusions
Description of the study
I was interested in the use of online art galleries to display student (k-12)
artwork, specifically the website, www.artsonia.com. I wanted to study a
sample of up to 17 teachers who completed art related projects with their
students. These teachers were asked to participate in a workshop at the John
D. Rockefeller IV Career Center, specifically the TOC computer lab. During
this workshop participants completed two short surveys, created an Artsonia
account, learned how to photograph their students’ works, and uploaded it to
their Artsonia account. My main questions were to learn why teachers were
not using online galleries to display student work and if they found Artsonia
an easy site to utilize.

Limitations
When constructing this study I came across several limitations and I
believed many could be remedied. The limitations applied to the small scale
study as well as to a larger study, if a large scale study was conducted.
Possible biases and blind spots I have thought about with this study were:


The teacher’s experience with and knowledge of technology. Some
teachers may have felt overwhelmed by the use of technology or lack
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of experience with using technology since it was still a fairly new tool,
therefore they (the teacher) avoided using online galleries to display
work.


Some art educators or other educators may have preferred displaying
art in person either for personal beliefs or that they felt a piece of art
was better experienced first- hand. Three-dimensional projects were
harder to display online because they have more than one angle in
which the project can be viewed. Detail within a project could be lost
if photographed at a distance or photographed with a lower quality
camera. Photographed paintings lose subtle textures that were visible
when viewed up close. These reasons may have rested on the mind of
the teacher and therefore hindered their decision to choose a traditional
display method over a digital display method.



The sample of teachers used for the survey questions. I only used
teachers who signed up for the research study workshop. There could
have been other teachers who have impressive student projects but did
not sign up for the workshop.



A lack of creative projects assigned to students by their teachers. Many
educators have had to cut back on projects because they have to
prepare students for testing. Many schools have lost funding if test
scores were below a certain limit. Additionally, teachers could have
had a deficiency of supplies to make any projects.
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A lack of advanced technology within a school may have affected the
decision to display projects digitally. Not every school had up- todate technology or technology capable of what the online websites
required. This could have been due to an absence or decline of
funding to the school system.



The location of the school that was trying to display work digitally (if
project was national). If a school was located in an extremely rural or
isolated area, they might not have had internet availability. A school
could be situated in a very art supportive community with many
locations available to display artwork hence the teacher may not have
felt a need to display work online at all.



The viewing of artwork by random individuals may have impacted the
decision to display work. Parents or students may not want work put
out onto the World Wide Web either because of privacy issues,
worries about online predators, or not wanting their work to be
criticized by others. Many parents signed a form at the initial start of
the school year, but not every parent signed the form allowing for their
children’s work to go online. Other times a student may not have
wanted their work seen by others for fear of criticism, especially if the
website allowed for comments.



There were some difficulties with more than one teacher being a
member of Artsonia that were from a single school. Additional
teachers had to be verified through a fax sent from Artsonia. This fax
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was sent to the registered school for the teacher that needed verified. I
have had to verify a second time, even though I was the first teacher to
establish an account with the website.

Summary of Findings
Pre-workshop Survey


25% of the participants had viewed websites that were used as
online art galleries.



75% of the participants had to think of a creative way to display
their students’ works because of a lack of traditional display space.



75% of the participants felt that they encountered obstacles when
trying to display student work.



75% of the participants felt that their student’s work had been hard
to display because of its size, weight, or fragility.



75% of the participants felt that they did not have adequate display
space.



50% of the participants shared display space with other faculty
members of their school.



100% of the participants felt that it was important to display
student work.



75% of the participants felt their students had access to technology.
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0% of the participants have had someone bring up the use of online
art galleries to display their student’s work (previous to the
workshop).



75% of the participants were high school teachers and 25% were
middle school teachers.



When asked why they were not using online art galleries, 25 %
said they had never heard of online art galleries while 75% listed
other as their reason.
Exit Survey



100% of the participants felt that their school had the necessary
technological equipment to display art online if they chose to do
so.



100% of the participant’s students had access to laptop stations and
computer labs.



75% had never seen a website that promoted student artwork.



75% of the participants felt that this method (online art gallery)
was easier to use than a traditional method to display student work.
The remaining 25% felt that the online method was about the same
in terms of time spent setting up and effort put towards
photographing the work versus laying out the gallery as the
traditional display method.



100% felt that the workshop was helpful.
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100% of the participants said they would use this method of
display again.

Findings from the surveys rendered the following information:


Most participants felt that their school had the proper technological
tools to allow the use of online art galleries and their students had
access to computers (either laptop or desktop). One teacher
specifically worked in a computer lab, several teachers had access to
lap top stations, while the remaining teachers felt it was easier to
schedule a visit to the school’s computer lab.



Most of the participants felt that posting artwork on an online art
gallery was simpler than hanging or setting up work in a display case.



Most participants had difficulty displaying student work traditionally
either because of a lack of space, sharing space with other faculty
members, or difficulty with the artwork itself. One teacher cited that
she had problems getting the keys to a display case from another
teacher.



All participants felt that it was important to display student work, that
the workshop was helpful, and that they would use online art galleries
again to display student work.
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Participants were asked to expand upon their answers in the surveys. The
following were comments, trends, and conclusions drawn from those responses.
Most participants were not aware of nor had viewed online galleries until they
attended the research workshop held at JDRCC. When asked if they had ever had
to get creative with displaying projects, one participant described how they had to
attach hooks to the ceiling of their classroom then string twine between the hooks.
After all of the twine is strung, the projects, in this case, icosahedrons are strung
from the twine with paper clips. Another participant had to tape artwork to long
sheets of paper then staple the paper to a bulletin board in the hallway. She used
this method because of the school’s restriction of using tape on the walls. This
same participant felt she had limited bulletin board space and not enough
appropriate space to display three- dimensional artwork. Display space for
participants was shared with multiple faculty members. One participant found it
difficult to gain access to display areas (which are shared among approximately
40 staff members) and noted that the display cases were not very large so only a
limited number of projects could be put in the case.
Similar to conclusions in the literature, participants felt that student work
should be displayed to support student academic efforts. One participant
responded with, “They get a chance to shine in a different area than academics.
Some were good at both (art and academics), but others were not.” Another
comment from a participant was, “I also believe it gets students excited about art
and hopefully it inspires them to be creative on their own work as well.”
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Participants all noted that they had access to computer labs. One educator’s
class took place in a computer lab. However, the participant was frustrated over
the fact there were few computers that were able to send to color printers. Another
participant explained that it was difficult to schedule trips to the computer lab
because of testing and core curriculum teachers got first bids on time slots for the
lab. Participants were pleased that the website was introduced step by step and
found the instructions easy to follow. They were also satisfied with the written
instructions since some felt they would not remember all of the steps. No member
had ever visited Artsonia, but felt it was a useful educational tool. Several
participants noted that the school should become more involved with this
particular website.

Implications for Art Education
This method of art display freed teachers from previous display
restrictions such as shared display space between faculty members, limited
time to display artwork such as in when displaying a show, vandalism to
student artwork, and limits on materials that could be used to hang artwork.
This method could be easier for teachers who have arthritis or other health
problems in which moving around physically was more difficult. Teachers
did not have to lift heavy objects or worry about falling from a ladder to hang
art in high places. Temporary outdoor sculptures could be viewed for a longer
period of time before the environment changed the piece. Changes to the
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outdoor sculpture could be recorded and posted to show the progression of the
artwork and the affects that nature can have on an art piece.
Using online art galleries could give students more power in choosing
what artwork they wanted to display and the descriptions that they wanted to
be included with their artwork. Artsonia gave the option of allowing students
direct access to edit their work on the chosen gallery. Students were able to
add artist statements, giving insight into their thought process when they were
making their work or what their inspirations were for creating it.
I felt it was inspirational for students to see what other students their age
were making. One of the participants in the study commented that their
students enjoyed seeing work created by other students at a similar age level
and viewing this work could make project results appear more attainable
versus a project example created by an art teacher who had taken years of
classes and had much more experience. Students could create their own
accounts and browse the website or purchase items with their work on it.
Parents of students could create fan clubs to support students.

Implications for Education and Specialized Fields
I felt that this was a wonderful opportunity for specialized
educators outside of art to get creative with projects and collaborate with
other educators, not just create projects with art educators. Numerous
teachers have had their students create interesting projects but did not have
the display space available. Educators could gain new ideas from the
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lesson plan element of Artsonia which featured a wide array of class
subject choices. Using an online art gallery could help teachers meet
certain content standards dealing with both incorporation of the arts into
their classroom and integration of technology within their lesson plans.

Recommendations for West Virginia Art Education
I recommend that as many schools as possible within West Virginia
become members of the Artsonia website.

Becoming a member could be a

way to have collaborative galleries between schools throughout the state and
share project ideas. There could be collaborations between West Virginia
colleges or businesses and Artsonia for additional galleries. With this website
teachers could submit their students’ works online instead of shipping it
directly to the source of the show. Parents would not have to travel two- three
hours to view their child’s artwork. They could simply access it on the
website.
Additionally, at a smaller scale, I wanted to attempt and get the Hancock
County Board of Education to include a direct link to Artsonia on the
Hancock County Education website, making it easier for interested viewers to
find the website. The Hancock County Website provided information such as
board meeting agendas, new job opportunities, school cancellations, and links
to online grade books. I wanted to add another opportunity to get student
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artwork into the community besides the few art shows that are offered in the
tri-state area.

Recommendations for Further Study (ies)
I recommend a larger study be conducted, either by having a large
workshop (such as a conference) with many teachers, sending out an email
to the art educators of WV to encourage membership, or by having several
small workshops around the state. This conference could possibly be
supported by the West Virginia Department of Education for all general
and specialized educators interested in the website, not just art educators.
More data could be collected and analyzed to narrow reasons why this
online tool is not being utilized more frequently and if the educators using
the site in fact found it to be easier than traditional gallery and exhibition
methods.
Another study could have involved finding schools that are in
different parts of the United States and having teachers do a collaborative
project. One teacher could have their students create a project preferably
two-dimensional, and then send it digitally to another teacher. The other
teacher could then have their students manipulate the projects to create
something new or express their reaction to the original work. The second
teacher could then post the new work in a gallery created on Artsonia for
the other initial teacher’s students to see what became of their artwork.
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Sending the artwork digitally both incorporates technology into learning
as well as reduce costs that would develop from mailing the artwork.
In conclusion, data suggested that teachers may not use the
websites because they had never been introduced or viewed examples, but
found the website easy to navigate after introduction and explanation.
Reading and data provided evidence that educators and students alike
thought artwork should be viewed for emotional, psychological, and art
education advocating purposes.
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Appendix A
Letter of Permission
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Appendix B
Research Study Advertisement

FREE
ONLINE GALLERY WORKSHOP AND
RESEARCH STUDY
ELIGIBLE PARTICPANTS:

Professional Staff Only

DATE:

Spring Trimester
TIME:
LOCATION:

4:45pm – 7:00pm : 2 hours, 15 minutes
John D. Rockefeller Career Center TOC Lab

DESCRIPTION:

This class is open to all general education teachers
Grades K-12 who complete art related projects
with their students (such as having them illustrate
a story or sculpt, but not limited to those media).
This class will demonstrate how to photograph
and upload their student’s work, plus create an
Artsonia LLC account.

REGISTRATION:

This class will be limited to the first 17 teachers
who register on the Professional Staff
Development Website (Class #00366). Participants
will also be required to complete the online
evaluation afterwards.

FEE:

There is no fee for this class. Two digital cameras
will be given away at the end of the class. No
stipends will be paid.
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SUPPLIES NEEDED:

Participants are to bring what they use to take
pictures, needed USB cords to transfer photos,
and one or two examples of a project their

students have completed. Memory card
readers are NOT available.
QUESTIONS:

Email Elissa Dray at hdray@access.k12.wv.us

Ronald Aman at
Ronald.Aman@mail.wvu.edu
WVU IRB approval is on file
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Appendix C
Instructions for Creating an Artsonia Account
To get started with setting up a teacher account, go to the website
www.Artsonia.com. This step also applies to anyone wanting to make a
parent account.
An Artsonia account is free of charge to join for teachers, parents,
and students. Teachers will be able to create and manage student artwork
exhibits, along with communicate with parents who wish the join Artsonia
to view their child’s work. Parents are able to purchase products with
their child’s art features on it. They are also able to form fan clubs for a
particular school.
To create a teacher account:
At the top of the webpage beside the Artsonia logo, it reads “Art
Museum”, “Gift Shop”, “Teachers”, “Parents”, “Blog”, click on the
“Teachers” option (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Home page of www.artsonia.com

Towards the bottom of the teacher’s page, it reads “Create a New Account” or
“Login”, click “Create a New Account”. Eventually after your account is created you
will select, “Login” (Figure 17).
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Figure 17: Screen shot of initial steps to create an Artsonia account

The next webpage asks where your school is located, select “My school is
based in the United States (US)” then click continue (Figure 18). If your
school is not based in the United States of America, please choose the
appropriate country.
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Figure 18: Screen shot with the selections of the country choices available

To locate your school, type your zip code or city/state into the text box. In this
case I will put 26047, the zip code for New Cumberland, West Virginia, then
click continue (Figure 19).
Four selections appear when this zip code is entered:
•

John D. Rockefeller Vo-Tech Center
Rr 2 Box 138A, New Cumberland, WV

•

New Manchester Elementary School
Rr 3 Box 3400, New Cumberland, WV
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•

Oak Glen High School
Rr 1 Box 422A, New Cumberland, WV

•

Help! My school isn't listed above!
(Select this option to fill out your school address.)

*Oak Glen Middle School is still listed as 26034, Chester, West Virginia,
along with Allen T. Allison Elementary.

Figure 19: Screen shot displaying the step for finding a teacher's participating school

Select the school that you are currently teaching at, I will select Oak Glen
High School, then click continue. To create your teacher account, you will
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need to input your appropriate information for each blank. Information
includes: first name, last name, email, and a created password of your
choosing. After all the information is filled in correctly click the continue
button (Figure 20). I recommend that you use your email assigned by your
school system. I initially tried to use my yahoo email account and the
information would not go through. For the second attempt I used my school
email address and the information successfully submitted.

Figure 20: Screen shot of page that requires a teacher's name and email

The next page explains Artsonia’s policies on security. They ask that the
following measures be taken:
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Below are a few recommendations we ask our teachers to follow:
• Avoid publishing any artwork that contains photos of the child.
• Avoid publishing any artwork that has the child's last name visibly written
on the artwork itself. To help visitors find the artists, Artsonia gives each child
a unique "screen name", which is usually the first name and a unique number.
• Do not publish any artwork with nudity or extreme violence. Artsonia caters
to all grades, so a little prudence is appreciated.
• Each published artist will be assigned a "security key" – a short code of
letters and numbers – that is needed for the artists' parent to register and
approve comments. Please do not give this security key to strangers.
I have avoided posting any artwork that has images of the student’s in it at
all. This included: self-portraits, collages, or even pictures of the student
holding their own project. If you agree to all of the privacy terms, click check
the box that says, “I agree to use the Artsonia Art Museum in accordance with
the Terms & Conditions of Use” then click continue (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Screen shot of Artsonia's privacy terms and conditions. As displayed,
Artsonia takes privacy of student artwork seriously to protect website users from
unwanted viewers.

Figure 22: Screen shot of security encryption displayed on Artsonia's webpage
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Occasionally the privacy terms and conditions change. An email will be sent out
to Artsonia users notifying them of any current changes of these changes.
Congratulations, you are now a member of Artsonia! Your Artsonia teacher account user
name will now be presented on the computer screen (Figure 23). I advise that you write
down both your username and password in case you forget. Please place this information
somewhere that you will not easily lose it.

Figure 23: Screen shot of a successful teacher account creation. Please remember to
record your password and username in a safe location.
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You are now free to add students, lesson plans, create your teacher
biography, and add security questions to help you remember your password.
You have access to all of the features on your account page and can begin
establishing your own student portfolios and exhibits (Figure 24). A yellow
box at the top of the screen brings attention to items that need taken care of
immediately (Figure 25).

Figure 24: Screen shot of Artsonia teacher account. This page displays all of the activity
in the account. It also provides links to other areas of Artsonia including the lesson plan
features, progress reports, and more.
To add your review questions, simply click on the highlighted blue phrase,
“secret questions”. Next you enter your username and password. After you have entered
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that information, you will select two safety questions that will help in case you forget
your user password. Once you have selected and answered your questions, the click the
continue button.

Figure 25: Yellow alert action box that appears toward the top of the screen

After you have completed your secret questions, you can move on to your
teacher biography. To start your biography, click on the blue phrase, “teacher
bio”. In your teacher biography you can include a brief paragraph about
yourself and upload a picture if you wish to do so (Figure 26). Biographies
range depending on the teacher. Some teachers use the entire space while
others chose to include very little or nothing at all.
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Figure 26: Screen shot of biography portion of Artsonia

When adding additional teachers to the same school they will not be
confirmed automatically. A fax will be sent to the school to confirm that the
teachers are instructors at that facility. If a fax is not received, simply send an
email to Artsonia asking that the fax be resent or for the teachers to be
confirmed.

1) Uploading student artwork onto Artsonia
To upload artwork:
On the top left side of the webpage in the green box, select 4 Upload Artwork
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You now have 2 options (Figure 27). You can choose to let students upload
their own work, but choose the settings/review what they are uploading, or
you can choose to upload the work yourself.

Figure 27: Screen shot of options showing who can upload the student artwork

If you want to upload photographs that you have taken of your student’s work,
select ready to upload. The next page displays a variety of ways that teachers are
able to upload pictures (Figure 28). You may have to install a certain program if
you wish to use it. In this case, I chose Flash Uploader.
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Figure 28: Screen shot of Artsonia.com page with the options to upload student artwork

You can email photographs of the artwork to yourself, select browse, and then
select the work that you want to upload. This option allows you to choose more
than one artwork at a time (Figure 29).
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Figure 29: Screen shot example of multiple uploaded student art pieces

Once you have selected all of the art you wish to upload at that given time, click
on the upload button with the green arrow. The art pieces will highlight in the order that
they are uploading onto the site.
When artwork is uploaded, it will give the options of publishing right away,
uploading more art without publishing, save the images without publishing, or delete all
of the images (Figure 30). If you choose to publish the student work, a screen will come
up asking about the first work that you uploaded. An option to create an exhibit will also
appear on the screen under the grade of the artist. There is also the option of placing the
title of the specific artwork and the student’s artist statement. If all of the artwork you
have published is within the same assignment and you wish to make it an exhibit, choose,
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“create exhibit”. This option will allow you to name what the exhibit is, what media the
projects were created in, list the teacher who taught the assignment, write a description of
the assignment, and to upload a lesson plan that goes along with the exhibit (Figure 31).

Figure 30: Student artwork uploaded, but not published to the website
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Figure 31: Screen shot after all artwork is uploaded but before an exhibit is created. This
is where information such as the title of the artwork or the student who created it can be
listed.

After you are finished creating the exhibit, you can then go through each
individual piece of artwork and label which student created it, what grade the student is
in, and choose the option that permission was granted for the artwork to be displayed
online. After all information is appropriately filled for each artwork you can choose to
publish the exhibit. After the initial submission, you can always go back and add more
art pieces or edit information that may be incorrect (Figure 32).
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Figure 32: After an exhibit IS submitted, the above image appears giving you the option
to return to your home page or upload more artwork.

If you choose to return to the home page, a notification will appear at the top of
your home screen in the yellow box asking if you would like to enter parent emails or
print out notification slips to send home with students (Figure 33).

Figure 33: Screen shot of notification for sending parent emails or print take home slips
for students

If you want to send home notification slips, click on the words, “print take-home
slips”. A new screen will appear with various options for the notification slips. Choose
what you feel is appropriate for your situation (Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Screen shot of options for parent notification slips

The next step is to choose which students will receive the slips. There are several
options for selecting which students from the roster will have notification slips printed
out (Figure 35).

Figure 35: Options for selecting students who would receive parent slips. I only included
the first two students on my roster.
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After the students have been selected, a notification will be sent informing about
the slips being processed (Figure 36). An email will be sent to inform when the slips are
ready to be printed then passed out. The slips also inform parents about creating an
account with Artsonia to view the artwork.

Figure 36: Notification that parent slips are being processed
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Appendix D
Instructions for Creating a Light Box
Instructions on how to make a light box
Not all schools have access to photographic equipment; this is a cheaper
alternative to purchasing a light box. I wanted a clean background in which to
photograph 3-dimensional projects. This can also double as a lesson plan for
a photography or art class.

Figure 37: Fully constructed light box

Making a light box does not have to be expensive. The internet has plenty of ideas
for light boxes. These all do the job just fine. The box itself is constructed from white
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foam board located at Wal-Mart. White poster board is used as the background of the
light box.

Figure 38: Pictures of materials used to create the light box

Figure 39: Method for lining up the edges of the light box
For the foam board, you get two 20×30 pieces. I cut them both in half to get four
15×20 pieces. Three pieces make up the sides and bottom. The fourth piece I cut into 3
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more pieces to support the top and back. All the pieces have been assembled together
using regular duct tape.

Figure 40: Pieces of Styrofoam cut for the back and top supports of the light box
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Figure 41: Picture of homemade light box without the top supports or background poster
board

As shown below, the background poster board is attached from the front of the bottom
to the top of the back with clear tape. I left the top open for the light.

Figure 42: Picture of the homemade light box when completed
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You can use butcher paper over the opening to diffuse the light and even add holes in the
side for more light if needed. Turn your flash off and play around with lighting for best
results.

Figure 43: Picture of the homemade light box with example of object placement for
photographing

Instructions found at Suzi's Crafts, www.suziscrafts.com
Light boxes are useful for clean photographs of artwork, specifically 3dimensional artwork. 2-dimensional artwork can be photographed against a large sheet
of paper or clean sheet pinned onto a bulletin board. The color choice can vary
depending on what color with make your student’s work pop out. 2-dimensional art can
also be placed on an easel. This light box has its size limitations but another light box
can always be constructed to meet your photographic needs.
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Appendix E
Cover Letter
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Appendix F
Participant Consent Form
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Appendix G
IRB Approval
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